CREATIVE TEAM

INTRODUCTION

Writer/Actor: Daniel York Loh

‘Every dollar is a soldier/with money you’re a dragon’

Director/Composer: An-Ting Chang

Join us for a virtual promenade performance inside the CAN X TWO
TEMPLE PLACE digital art gallery.

Designer: Christine 挺欢 Urquhart
Creative Technologist: Ian Gallagher
Director of Photography: Zhou Ning, Adam Ryzman
Choreographer/Dancer: Si Rawlinson
Musicians: Wang Xiao (erhu), Cheng Yu (pipa)
Performer/Artist: Chloe Wing
Interface Designer: Rich Brown @rvlvagency
Film Studio Partner: Broadley Studio

PRODUCTION TEAM
Chinese Arts Now
Producer: Jodie Gilliam
Assistant Producer: Christine Lai
Marketing Manager: Sam McAuley, Sandy Wan
Production Manager: Hannah Blamire

Two Temple Place
Director of Two Temple Place: Anneliese Davidsen
Head of Exhibitions: Rebecca Hone
Visitor Services Coordinator: Connie Basnett

William Waldorf Astor who built Two Temple Place was part of one of the
great immigrant dynasty success stories. His great-grandfather migrated
from rural Germany to America in the 1790s. Within a few years, the
Astor family was rubbing shoulders with Presidents and owned huge
sections of New York, including vast slums.
Four generations later, William Waldorf Astor fled America for England,
threatened with kidnapping and feeling hated in his own country, in
search of a new place to belong.
In Every dollar is a soldier/with money you’re a dragon, writer and
performer Daniel York Loh unravels Astor’s apparent success story in
comparison to the migration of Chinese people, at one time the biggest
migrators on the planet – blown across the globe by famine, poverty,
instability. Mixing gaming and 3D technology, this experimental 45
minute production mixes original music, virtual performances and a
new script exploring the migrant experience, from the poorest of Chinese
sailors who jumped ship in the East End, to the richest of men like
William Waldorf Astor.
Every dollar is a soldier/with money you’re a dragon is set ‘after hours’
in the gallery, twenty audience members, visible to each other as their
chosen avatars gather in the lobby and start by following the glowing orb
that guides us through the virtual galleries.
As we travel through, we meet choreographer and dancer Si Rawlinson,
musicians Wang Xiao and Cheng Yu, playing An-Ting Chang’s
contemporary new score on traditional Chinese instruments and meet
Astor himself, played by Daniel York Loh, whose poetic and powerful
narration runs throughout the performance.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
An-Ting Chang - Director/Composer

One of the greatest powers of storytelling is that people can
find empathy for any character. Astor and the British Chinese
people in this production seem to be extremely different
people, in ethnicity, cultural origin and class, but they have unifying
elements with an interesting resonance in their immigrant status and
the pressure money exerts on them. With Daniel’s text, we want to
inspire deep feelings iin the audience about both the rich Astor and the
poor British Chinese.
The collaboration between arts and technology was at the core of
creating this performance format. Through technology, we aim to
create imaginative artwork and explore how to increase accessibility
and engagement with arts (e.g. using a webpage rather than an app).
Although we use filmed material in the performance, the production
hopes to bring a ‘live’ feeling as audiences use avatars to gather in the
same space and interact with each other.
Each industry, heritage and country may have very different cultures and
languages, but they can always find some points of intersection and can
potentially create great synergy. For the performance’s finale, we use a
waltz, a European form of music, but give the main melody to the erhu, a
Chinese instrument that not everyone may have heard before. Together,
they create a beautiful, triumphant piece of music that elevates
both the European and Chinese elements in a new way. I hope
the production offers everyone some new perspectives and an
interest in exploring more differences in the world.

WRITER’S NOTES
Daniel York Loh - Writer/Actor

I remember seeing a play in 2019 which contained a line about
partying in exclusive bars in London “with the millionaires, the
oligarchs… and the Chinese”
And it struck me that is how we, the “Chinese”, are perceived now. As
rich.
And as a monolithic block.
My own “Chinese” father was brought to this country in the 50’s. I grew
up here in the 70’s. We “Chinese” were regarded then as poor.
But we were one monolithic block.
As were the immigrants who arrived here from the then Qing Empire at
around the time William Waldorf Astor was building Two Temple Place.
They certainly knew they were poor. But I’m not sure they would’ve
regarded themselves as ‘monolithic” or “Chinese” at that time.
They were certainly anonymized though, faceless in the eyes of the
Western world – which I think we still are now in so many ways, despite
our now perceived wealth. Unlike the totemic figure of Astor.
Yet I find it hard not to relate to both stories on so many levels.
The migrant journey and travails of the “Chinese” is of course in my
blood.
But something about Astor’s loneliness and sense of being hounded
out of a land, America, that his family had already migrated to and
made a huge fortune in, his sense of being persecuted for perceived
misdemeanors he believed he could never quite atone for.
Because that’s what a migrant often seems to be. Someone who
has to prove themselves again and again.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES
Daniel York Loh
Writer/Actor

Daniel York Loh is a mixed-race British East/
South East Asian actor, writer, director,
filmmaker and musician. He has been a
long time contributor to Chinese Arts Now
through his work Invisible Harmony无形的和
谐 and Casting Fu Manchu by Eelyn Lee.
As an actor he has appeared at the Royal
Shakespeare Company, National Theatre, Donmar Warehouse and The
Old Vic as well as in the feature films Rogue Trader, The Beach, The
Receptionist and Scarborough. Also an established writer, Daniel’s
theatre credits include: The Fu Manchu Complex (Ovalhouse/Moongate),
Forgotten 遗忘 (Moongate/New Earth/Arcola/Plymouth Theatre Royal) and
Invisible Harmony 无形的和谐 (Papergang/Chinese Arts Now/South Bank
Centre). His short films have included writing for Mercutio’s Dreaming:
The Killing of a Chinese Actor (also co-director and composer), Dream
of Emerald Hill and directing Night Lives, Finding Akira and Hall of
Mirrors - the latter of which won Best Drama Short at the 2017 London
Independent Film Awards. Daniel is featured in the best-selling essay
collection The Good Immigrant, which won the 2016 Books Are My Bag
Reader’s Choice award. @danielyorkloh

An-Ting Chang
Director/Composer

An-Ting Chang is a concert pianist,
composer, theatre director and the Artistic
Director of CAN. She led CAN Productions
with different artistic roles, including
Augmented Chinatown 2.0 (an app for AR,
music and drama), Lao Can Impression
(Southbank Centre’s Purcell Room),
Coalesce (King’s Place), Bats and Beats

(Soundstate Festival, Shanghai tour), Citizens of Nowhere? (Duddell’s)
and LSO Eclectica (LSO St Luke’s).
An-Ting has performed regularly as a concert pianist at venues such as
Southbank Centre, LSO St Luke’s, Newbury Spring Festival, Deal Festival,
Cheltenham Town Hall, and the Akademie der Künste Berlin (Academy
of Arts). In 2012, An-Ting founded Concert Theatre, which pioneered a
new hybrid genre mixing music, and theatre. Productions such as Kiss of
the Earth (UK tour, 2015) and The Tenant (National Portrait Gallery, 2017)
were warmly received. She has released her solo piano album ‘Water
Image‘ in 2015 and will release the next one ‘Carnival of the Animals’ in
March 2021. @antingpig antingchang.com

Christine Ting - Huan
挺欢 Urquhart
Designer

Christine Ting - Huan 挺欢 Urquhart works
in Live Performance as a Set & Costume
Designer and as an Art Director / Production
Designer for Film. Her heritage is Taiwanese
and British mixed and she spent 7 years
of her career designing abroad and is
currently based in Glasgow, Scotland. She has been heavily involved with
this years Chinese Arts Now festival, contributing to digital commission
Duck Rabbit by Pamela Carter and CAN x Two Temple Place Digital
Exhibition and accompanying digital film.
Her work questions viewpoints and narrative structure through form,
the body as a political statement and getting audiences out of black
boxes to be witnesses to a different kind of event. Her current focus
is centred around discovering new forms of storytelling somewhere
between Film, Gaming and Exhibition. She has been Dora Nominated for
an Outstanding Costume Design in Iphegenia and the Furies (On Taurian
Land) with Saga Collectif and for Outstanding Set Design in Antigone 方
with YPT. She has been the recipient of a Lead By Design bursary project
in association with Grid Iron and Design Association The Envelope Room
developing her own project The Crazy Locomotive - a blend of object
manipulation, roleplay, film, virtual reality and sculpture.
@christinetinghuanurquhart urquhartdesign.com

Ian Gallagher

Creative Technologist
“A wise man once said that all human
activity is a form of play. And the highest
form of play is the search for Truth,
Beauty and Love. What more is needed?”
Ian is happiest when he is following
that search and he has found many
fascinating distractions along the
way. He studied Theoretical Physics at
Edinburgh before completing a PhD in Complex Systems at Manchester
University where he was heavily involved in the music scene there as a
sound engineer and gig promoter as well as playing on stage with the
likes of Daniel Johnson and Neva Dinova.
He helped found a digital agency - OH Digital - before moving to
London and becoming an independent app developer and entrepreneur
jumping head first into projects that take his interest. Among others
he has helped create high profile apps for Christie’s, Formula One and
the Olympics and co-founded a startup - Myriada - focused on the
harnessing of collective intelligence.
He has a keen interest in the exploration of consciousness and the
emergence of collective thought and behaviour. @idgallagher igprojects.com

Ning Zhou

Director of Photography
Ning Zhou is a queer artist born in 1996.
Only Daughter of a Chinese couple.
She previously worked on CAN’s digital
commission Nineteen Ways of Looking
by Jasmin Kent Rodgman as Director of
Photography.
Ning Zhou’s work combines
photography, literature, moving images
and sound. The aesthetics in her works are influenced by many literary

books, such as Yukio Mishima’s Golden Pavilion and Hermann Hesse
Der Steppenwolf. She believes that love can only come from despair.
Therefore, she does not shy away from discussing and reflecting
on those trauma, confusion and depression she experienced as an
individual during growing up. All the works she has done so far are
inspired by her personal experience, discussing issues such as gender,
relationship and mental health. @zhouning__ ningzhou.net

Si Rawlinson
Dancer

Si is a dancer and theatre maker. Since
2018, he has featured in numerous CAN
productions including creating Red Ink
and performing in Nineteen Ways of
Looking by Jasmin Kent Rodgman.
His company Wayward Thread is
rooted in hip hop dance and uses mixdisciplines to explore compassion,
identity, and our dissonant relationship with a rapidly changing world,
performing at venues like Southbank Centre, Sadler’s Wells, and
The Place. Si is Resident Creative at Curve Theatre in Leicester, and
is a lecturer in dance at De Montfort University. @wayward.thread
waywardthread.co.uk

Wang Xiao
Musician

Wang Xiao was born in Luoyang, China.
She has played the erhu from the age
of six and graduated from the Wuhan
Conservatory of Music in China. She
won a Silver Prize in the Luoyang Casio
Young Instrumentalists Competition
and the Gold Prize of erhu solo in the
Henan Provincial ‘Hundred Fountains
Cup’ Young Instrumentalists Competition
in 2001. She was an erhu soloist in the Headquarters Arts Troupe of
the Henan Provincial People’s Armed Police and Luoyang Symphony

Orchestra too.

Chloe Wing

Since moving to London she has performed with Silk String Quartet and
given many performances and concerts at venues like Purcell Room,
Royal Albert Hall, Dartington Great Hall and LSO St Luke’s with pianist
Lang Lang in the UK. She has also been involved in recording for films
and online games, such as ‘The Mummy 3’, ‘Singularity’, ‘Age of Conan’
and ‘Over the Moon’.

Cheng Yu
Musician

Cheng Yu is a Beijing-born and Londonbased pipa and guqin virtuoso and
ethnomusicologist. Formerly a pipa
soloist with China’s National Orchestra
and classically trained in both China’s
Xian Conservatory and at SOAS,
University of London for her MMus and
PhD. Cheng Yu performed at the launch
of CAN and has played for CAN festivals
on diverse projects: Guqin and Piano (2018), Silk String Quartet with
LSO’s String Quartet (2019), Coalesce 东弦西渐 (East-West-Electronic
music, 2020).
A recipient of grants from Arts Council England (4 times), Women in
Music and AHRC, her Silk String Quartet won the PRS Awards for New
Music Groups in 2007. She has performed with pianist Lang Lang, cellist
Matthew Barley and violinist Nigel Kennedy, and worked with composers
including Tan Dun, Peter Wiegold, Gabriel Prokofiev and Raymond
Yiu. She was featured on BBC Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour and BBC Radio
3’s Late Junction for her creative works. Cheng Yu has performed with
orchestras including the London Sinfonietta, Lyon Ensemble Orchestral
Contemporain, Avignon Orchestra, the Edinburgh String Quartet, the
London Symphony Orchestra, the BBC National Orchestra of Wales
and recently the Third Orchestra (Barbican 2019). In August 2020, she
was one of the 8 artists invited by WOMAD to feature a new technology
Immersive 360°Sound online live-streamed concert. @cheng_yu_music
ukchinesemusic.com/cy.htm

Performer/Artist

Chloe Wing is an eclectic and
idiosyncratic artist as she has studied
English literature, songwriting, Fine Art,
children’s picture books, performance
and fashion design. She graduated with
an MFA in Fine Art from Wimbledon
College of Art in 2014 and her
installation ‘Paper Cage’ was bought
straight out of the degree show and now is part of the Ingram Collection.
This was exhibited as part of a collection of works entitled WALLS at Rich
Mix as part of the CAN festival 2020. This year she was asked to respond
to the beautiful Two Temple Place building in London for CAN’s Digital
Exhibition. She has created a haunting hand cut gown that is seemingly
decorative but holds deeper ideas of expectation and restriction.
Her paper cutting installations and songs depict psychological cages
that are confessional like a diary. They deal with themes such as social
and gender pressures, mental and emotional health, trauma as memory
and segregating isolation. Her cut out installations contain hidden
thoughts, and veils obscure the human physicality in order to create a
space where sentiment, voice and words are at the forefront.
@kindgirlart chloewing.com

CHINESE ARTS NOW

TWO TEMPLE PLACE

The UK’s leading platform for British Chinese artists working across
artforms, Chinese Arts Now produces and curates high-quality art that is
diverse, vibrant and tells Chinese stories in contemporary and innovative
ways.

Two Temple Place was built in 1895 by the American millionaire William
Waldorf Astor. It’s an architectural phantasmagoria – magnificent neoGothic craftwork meets Disney by way of a wild and beautiful excess of
literary, mythological and visual allusions. Astor spared no expense,
and Two Temple Place was created by some of the very best craftsmen
of the day. It was Astor’s office, but he also slept there, just above his
strongroom, hiding from the world, in fear of kidnap threats and vilified
by the press.

CAN was founded in 2005 as a not-for-profit arts organisation (formerly
Chinese/Chinatown Arts Space) to develop, commission and present to
the public work exploring contemporary Chinese perspectives and art
forms, and work that blends Chinese and other contemporary art forms.
The prospect of a collaboration with a heritage venue such as Two
Temple Place was an intriguing one. The Chinese community has
been growing in the UK since the 1800s so by now are a true part of
the country’s fabric, yet it is rare to see anyone of Chinese heritage
represented in our prestigious historic houses. Being invited in by Two
Temple Place, not simply as ornaments but to create new work, grapple
with the legacy of Astor, to have a voice and occupy the space, was an
irresistible opportunity. CAN instantly knew it had artists of calibre up to
the challenge.
Originally conceived as a live exhibition for Two Temple Place, CAN x
TWO TEMPLE PLACE has evolved into an exciting new arts encounter,
experienced in an original digital space.
CAN is an Arts Council NPO and a registered charity.
chineseartsnow.org.uk

Astor’s great-grandfather migrated from rural Germany to a nascent
America in the 1790s, where a determined immigrant could make it big.
100 years later, the family was probably the richest in the world. It’s a
story of ruthless ambition and economic opportunism – through the
frontier Wild West, trading animal furs and racketeering from indigenous
Americans, exporting internationally, importing opium. Within a few
years, the Astor family was rubbing shoulders with Presidents and owned
huge sections of New York, including vast slums inhabited by the very
poorest people.
Four generations later, the Astor who built Two Temple Place fled America
and came to England, threatened with kidnapping, hated in his own
country, and looking for a home. In London he bought newspapers
and stately homes, wrote novels, became a beneficent patron of the
arts, gave to charity, courted royalty. He is a picture of success, and a
distillation of hundreds of years of migration, alienation, power, and the
search for belonging.
We wanted to let our building be interpreted by artists and by different
voices. The ornate decor of Two Temple Place makes the building a
space that can absorb ideas, and we wanted to challenge some of its
received narratives. We wanted to invite artists to play in the space, to
be irreverent and provocative and responsive. These brilliant British
Chinese artists have now given us new ways of looking at the building
and its past, and illuminated the value of real creative collaboration.
twotempleplace.org

Performance FAQs

You can interact with other audience members or show your reaction to
the performance using the bow, spin and heart functions.

How do I watch the performance?

Do I need to know about gaming or technology to enjoy the
performance? Do I need gaming equipment?

You can watch the performance on a laptop or desktop computer. You
will receive a unique link on the day of the performance and a reminder
15 minutes before the performance. The performance page can take
some time to load so we recommend accessing the link at least 15
minutes before the performance. We recommend using headphones and
closing down other applications, programmes and browser tabs during
the performance for the best experience.

No, although the performance uses gaming technology, we do not
expect audiences to have a knowledge of gaming. We have tested
the performances with a range of people including those with little
technological experience.

If your link does not work then contact info@chineseartsnow.org.uk and
someone will help you.

You do not need gaming equipment, but please make sure to use a
laptop or computer rather than your phone. Your device must have
either a keyboard or a controller and you need to use Chrome, Edge,
Firefox or Opera browsers.

Please note that mobile phones and tablets are not suitable for
accessing the production.

Can I share my performance link?

What should I expect?
You will be able to enter the performance space ahead of the
performance and explore the empty virtual gallery. A message on the
gallery interface will tell you how long it is until the performance starts.
At the start of the show, your avatar will automatically be taken to the
starting point for the performance. Actors, dancers and musicians will
populate the space during the show – if you do not see them, either
refresh the page to reload or press H for help, to access the livestream
instead.
How do I interact during the performance?
During the performance, audience members can use the controls to look
and move around the space.
Each audience member will be given a choice of avatar and you will
be able to see each other’s avatars throughout to recreate the shared
experience of watching a live performance.

No, you will be issued with a unique link to access the performance
which will only work once for your booked performance. If you share
the link with someone else, only one of you will be able to access the
performance.
Can I pause or rewind the performance?
No, each performance is live with unique interactions with your fellow
audience members so you cannot pause or rewind the performance.
What happens if I cannot join the performance from the start?
If you are running late, you can still join the performance. You will
see the content from the point at which you join not from the start.
Alternatively, contact info@chineseartsnow.org.uk and if we have
capacity, we can move your booking to another date.

You can learn more about Two Temple Place at twotempleplace.org

Performance FAQs
What happens if the performance freezes?
If the performance freezes, refresh the page and it will load again.
You then have the option to either rejoin the performance or to watch
the livestream of the performance if you are worried about further
connectivity issues. If you rejoin the performance, your avatar will
automatically be generated near the performers so you do not need to
worry about navigating to find the performance within the gallery. The
livestream will allow you to watch the performance but you will not be
able to control your movements or avatar reactions during the show. You
can ask for the livestream link via info@chineseartsnow.org.uk or press
H for help in the exhibition to access the link.
What happens if the performance does not load?
On the loading page, there is a link available to allow you to watch a
livestream of the performance in case the performance does not load on
your computer. You can also ask for this link via
info@chineseartsnow.org.uk This will allow you to watch the
performance but you will not be able to control your movements or
avatar reactions during the show.
What is the suggested age guidance for the performance?
Due to the subject matter, the performance is suitable for children
aged 14 and over. For those under 18, we recommend watching the
performance together with an adult.
How can I learn more about the themes covered in the performance?
You can visit the virtual CAN x TWO TEMPLE PLACE gallery space at any
time until 30 April 2021 at chineseartsnow.org.uk/two-temple-placeexhibition-landing/

